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Biodiversity – the hidden risks

ADALBERTO L. VAL

Abstract: Biodiversity is much more than what we see. Biodiversity also includes a 
number of microorganisms, suc h as bacteria, fungi and viruses, many of which cause 
disease in animals, plants and man. In the Amazon, many of these organisms live in 
the body of repository animals that are in the forest and can jump to humans, with the 
potential to cause new epidemics and pandemics. In the region, we cannot discard plants 
as repositories for these microorganisms too. It is necessary to reduce deforestation, 
mining, cattle ranching at the heart of the forest and strive for “One Health” approach, 
improving social organization, including policies, legislation and science.
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INTRODUCTION

Biological diversity or biodiversity is a concept 
coined in 1968 by Raymon Dasmann, but it 
integrated our vocabulary after a preface written 
by Tom Lovejoy (Soulé and Wilcox 1980). Part of 
this story was reviewed by Franco (2013), by Val 
(2019) and in the interview we did with Lovejoy 
himself (Val and Marcovitch 2019). There are 
several concepts of biodiversity, which integrate 
not only the richness of species, but the 
structural and functional variety they represent 
(Sandlund et al. 1993). Adaptation, which 
occurs at all levels of biological organization, 
allowed and allows organisms to occupy the 
most different environments on the planet. The 
enormous plasticity that is inserted in their 
genome allows them to face challenges that we 
are far from understanding. Therefore, we know 
only a small fraction of the living organisms 
on our planet, despite all the efforts made by 
science until this year, 2020. As a result, there are 
many projects under development in the world 
that use cutting-edge molecular technologies 
that, coupled with various means of collection, 

seek to list part of this unknown (Sunagawa et 
al. 2015). In describing the biodiversity of any 
of the world’s great biomes, immeasurability 
remains the predicate. This biodiversity includes 
many organisms that have been used by man 
since ancient times, an upside of biodiversity. 
However, there is a wide range of problems 
arising from man’s interaction with biodiversity, 
the downside of biodiversity.

Here we will make an analysis only of 
the Amazon, a biome that extends to all the 
countries of the north of South America. It is 
an amphibious and dynamic environment, with 
pulses of fl ood and ebb that requires diverse 
adaptive strategies from the organisms (Junk et 
al. 1989, Val and Almeida-Val 1995). The biological 
diversity existing in the Amazon biome includes 
organisms from all major biological groups 
that, in the face of different human pressures, 
including climate change, result in the reshaping 
of flora and fauna associated with animals 
and plants, often resulting in microorganisms 
jumping from one to another organism, including 
man (Uhart et al. 2013). We have selected here 
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four main groups of organisms to show these 
aspects: plants, insects, fish and mammals.

CONTEXT

The seed plants in the lowlands of the Amazon 
totaled over 14,000 species, including over 
6,700 trees (Cardoso et al. 2017, Hopkins 2019). 
Currently, these numbers are possibly higher, 
since new species are constantly described in 
the region. Among these plants there are many 
that produce fruits that are consumed by man, 
directly or indirectly, or are used in traditional 
medicine. Little is known about the viral flora 
causing disease in humans, but in 2010 a plant 
virus possibly causing disease in humans was 
described (Colson et al. 2010). This turned on a 
yellow light. In view of this discovery, it is vital 
to know whether the hundreds of species of 
plants in the Amazon represent a risk for the 
appearance of any new disease. In addition, 
we must know whether plant viruses can be 
transmitted to other animals, including insects.

Zoonoses are infectious diseases caused 
by pathogens (bacteria, viruses, parasites, 
prions, etc.) that jump from animals to humans. 
Zoonoses are among the major problems in the 
modern world. More than three quarters of all 
emerging diseases are zoonotic (UNEP 2016) and 
this proportion tends to increase due to the 
continuous impact that man has been causing 
on pristine environments. Every four months 
a new and dangerous zoonosis appears in the 
world (McDermott and Grace 2020).

Insects are responsible for arboviruses 
(Arbovirus = Arthropod-borne virus), the most 
important routes of infection of man with 
some type of virus existing in animals, in this 
case including man himself. Insects are the 
largest and the most diverse animal group in 
the Amazon biome, with an estimated 250,000 

species, less than a third of which have been 
described (Rafael et al. 2012). About 150 species 
of arboviruses, out of the 545 known, cause 
human diseases (Lopes et al. 2014). The most 
common viruses in the Amazon are transmitted 
by blood-sucking mosquitoes, especially Aedes 
aegypti. The most common diseases caused by 
them are dengue, with four known serotypes, 
yellow fever, chikungunya, zyka, oropouche and 
mayaro. Only the Evandro Chagas Institute (IEC, 
Belém, Para state) isolated 220 different types of 
viruses from various viral families, 37 of which 
are pathogenic to humans, 15 of which have the 
potential to cause epidemics (Vasconcelos, Pedro, 
IEC, interview and personal communication). 
The arboviruses with epidemic potential, as 
they have already caused epidemics in other 
countries are: Western Equine Encephalitis, 
Eastern Equine Encephalitis, Venezuelan Equine 
Encephalitis, Saint Louis Encephalitis, West Nile 
and Rocio, which causes encephalitis in the 
state of São Paulo. The IEC has already isolated 
about 20,000 viral strains from these arboviruses 
(Vasconcelos, Pedro, IEC, interview and personal 
communication). In Brazil, arboviruses cause 
disease in both urban and rural areas. In 2019, 
more than one million cases were registered, 
but in the Amazon, they have always been 
considered endemic. The causes of the rise 
of arboviruses are mainly associated with the 
lack of urban planning, disorderly growth of 
cities, poor basic sanitation, climate change, 
pollution, deforestation and intense population 
displacement. As there is a limited investment 
in S&T to describe Amazonian insects and 
understand their ways of life, in order to expand 
the description of associated arboviruses, as 
well as to analyze their pathogenic potential, 
it is possible to anticipate that there is a 
tendency for spilling of new arboviruses with 
the potential to cause epidemic and possibly 
pandemic challenges. We do not know the size 
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of this challenge, as there are many unknown 
parameters in the equation. However, we know 
that the greater the species displacing and 
the contact between humans and arthropod 
species, particularly in urban areas, the greater 
the possibility of outbreak of new diseases.

Another contact between man and biological 
diversity in all corners of the world is the use of 
animals for food, ornamentation and pets, such 
as fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. 
All of these groups have iconic animals that are 
repositories of pathogens, including viruses. For 
example, we know about 2400 species of fish 
from the Amazon and, possibly, we are unaware 
of another group of the same size (Oberdorff 
et al. 2019). However, no more than 20 species 
are frequently used as food, but a large and 
significant group is used as ornamental fish. In 
addition to the already widely known parasites, 
fish are also repositories of many species of 
viruses (Pavanelli et al. 2008). Among these fish 
viruses, some are highly pathogenic and cause 
extensive economic losses, including among 
others, hemorrhagic septicemia virus (VHSV), 
infectious hematopoietic necrosis virus (IHNV) 
and spring viremia carpvirus (SVCV) (Xu et al. 
2017). We know that fish and their associated 
fauna are vulnerable to environmental changes, 
including climate change (Campos et al. 2018, 
Costa and Val 2020), for example, and that 
associated fauna, including viruses, can seek 
new hosts.

Finally, the group of mammals, although 
much smaller in number of species, is worrying 
because it includes species known to be 
repositories of viruses that have already caused 
epidemics in the world. Wild rodents from the 
Amazon can cause diseases in humans, such as 
the Laguna Negra Virus, Anajatuba Virus, Castelo 
dos Sonhos Virus, Rio Mamoré Virus, which are 
species of hantavirus associated with isolated 
cases and small outbreaks of cardio-pulmonary 

syndrome (Oliveira et al. 2014), and the 
arenavirus that has the potential to cause severe 
hemorrhagic fevers, such as Flexal, Amapari and 
Cupixi. Although none of these fevers caused an 
outbreak, Flexal has already caused infection in 
humans (Coimbra et al. 1994). Note that there 
are more than 90 species of wild rodents in 
the Amazon, many of which are hunted and 
used for human consumption. Monkeys also 
represent an important repository in the tropics 
and, in particular in the Amazon that in recent 
years had a new species of monkey described 
(Gusmão et al. 2019), that is, if we do not know 
all the repository species, we know even less 
their associated faunas. In several parts of the 
world, including the Amazon, there is human 
consumption of monkey meat that is prepared 
and sold in wet markets without the least 
hygienic care. Several species of virus jump from 
non-human-primates to humans (Locatelli and 
Peeters 2012), as is the case of the titi monkey 
adenovirus, that causes pneumonia (Chen et 
al. 2011). Much remains to be known about this 
virus repository group that can cause new virus 
outbreak worldwide. However, it is the group of 
bats that has occupied a prominent position in 
the transmission of viruses to humans. In the 
Amazon, 146 species of bats are described, 46 
of which are endemic (Bernard et al. 2015). One 
of these species, Desmodus rotundus, a blood-
sucking bat, is an important transmitter of rabies 
in municipalities in the Amazon (Pereira et al. 
2017). However, in the last decade in other parts 
of the world bats are known as an important 
source of new viruses, among them the well-
known coronaviruses such as SARS, MERS and 
Ebola. As far as we know, direct infection of bats 
to humans and the dynamics of the transmission 
of bat viruses have not been described, as it 
involves a complex process including wild 
organisms and domesticated animals (Alfet et 
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al. 2018). Establishing transmission dynamics for 
bats can protect humanity from new pandemics.

CONCLUSION

In the Amazon, the deforestation of unknown 
areas for logging, mining, road building, cattle 
ranches and urbanization has put men in close 
contact with wild species, an interaction that 
was rare or nonexistent or nonexistent up to 
now. The diseases that can emerge from these 
dangerous contacts have a cost to humanity, 
including a stupendous economic cost. It is 
clear that environmental degradation and loss 
of biodiversity are connected with the increase 
in spillover events from animals to humans 
(Johnson et al. 2020). Thus, efforts must be made 
at all levels of the social organization, including 
policies, legislation and science, as foreseen in 
the “One Health” approach (Uhart et al. 2013, 
Who 2017), to reduce the frequent epidemic 
episodes to which humanity has been exposed. 
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